Printing Debug Output

There are three methods that can be used to have program debug output printed:

- HCL command DEBUG
- Techniques set by Function SETDEBUG
- Other debug Techniques

The following sample HCL includes all of the available commands, Techniques and Functions:

```hcl
@DEBUG 0 0 0
@SETOPTIONS
 HCLTR(0)
 HCLDB(0)
 PPDTR(0)
 PPDDB(0)
 PPPTTR(0)
 PPPPDB(0)
 PRDTR(0)
 PRDDB(0)
 UTLTR(0)
 UTLDB(0)
@COMPUTE SETDEBUG
@SETOPTIONS
 PPTRACE(0)
 PPDEBUG code1...code20
 PPDEBUG ALL
 FCDEBUG code1...code20 ALLOPS(NO) TRACE(0)
 SYSDEBUG (segid) code1...code20 ALLCDS(NO)
```

Printing CPU Time Used

The elapsed and total CPU time used can be printed using Function CPUCHECK [Hyperlink].